Essentials Of Contemporary Management
Synopsis
Jones/George, Essentials of Contemporary Management is the concise edition of Contemporary Management. Jones and George are dedicated to the challenge of âœMaking It Realâœ for students. In this seventh edition of Essentials of Contemporary Management, the focus continues to be on providing the most up-to-date account of the changes taking place in the world of management and management practices while maintaining our emphasis on making our text relevant and interesting to students. The increased focus on the challenges and opportunities facing businesses large and small and integrated timely examples bring management issues to life for students.
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Customer Reviews
Ordered Used - very good condition and that's what I got. No issues with vendor. That being said: what a rip off. Regardless of type, new or used or condition, these things are going for $160+ and they are a sad case. It's soft cover for starters. For a $160+ textbook, one expects a hard bound book. Heck, my $80 Statistics book was hardbound. This thing is the softest of the soft cover books I've purchased for college. It's built like a $12.99 bargain bin book at the local bookseller. Handle with care because this thing will wear badly. If hardbound was too much to ask for, a heavier grade of card stock is in order considering the life that textbooks lead. The paper used for the pages is that thin but seemingly durable paper we have all come to expect in a modern textbook. I'm sure the content will be fine. It's simply that this book is poor value for money.
I recently took an online course and this is the first text book that I rented from . It is definitely much cheaper to rent than to buy and the book I received was new. also gives plenty of time to return the book. I my return by date is almost two months from when my semester ended. Which is great, since I did not feel rushed. There is a lot of great up-to-date information in this text book and the homework questions provided great scenario based questions. I really enjoyed the class I that I took and this was a good text book to learn from.

Exactly the book I needed and at such a great price for renting! Easy to rent and send back. Had no problems. Would definitely rent from for school books again rather then buying and spending numerous amounts! College peeps, save your money here!

Love the digital textbook. Find and search functions saved me so much hassle of looking for items. Highlight and save for note cards worked great. Recommend all to use digital textbooks if available.

I have rented plenty of books before and never had a problem. But this book I was given is disgusting. Not only does the book reek of smoke and some kind of terrible scent but the bottom of every page is damaged. It looks like the bottom of the book got wet some how and sometimes the pages stick together at the bottom because of this. It is so gross that my hands smell after I use this book. Very disappointed.

Worst kindle book ever! crashes in class repeatedly! crashes when you search the book. I've never had a kindle text book problem before. Reinstalled 7 times.crashed. Not worth it!

I am quit pleased with the overall condition of this book. It is what the professor requires me to have and therefore will provide me with the knowledge in order to pass this class.

Really Great to Work With I'd Highly Recommended Using them to Anyone & The Seller did a good job with the Item as described info...Very Quick Shipping was Great Too!!! A+++++
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